Abstract-Segment Protection (SP) is an efficient scheme for protection in WDM optical networks. This letter provides algebraic formulations to evaluate SP availability both in the dedicated and shared backup case. The availability models are applied to numerical examples and significant relations between SP availability and relevant connection parameters are identified.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HANKS to the wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) technology, today's optical networks provide a transport infrastructure with very high capacity. This huge capacity requires efficient survivability mechanisms in order to avoid that the failure of a network element (typically a link or a node) can cause a large amount of data loss. Recently, new techniques have been proposed to efficiently deal with this problem in mesh networks. Among them, Segment Protection (SP) is a promising candidate for protection in WDM/MPLS networks because of its desirable resource efficiency, and for its ability to limit the signalling delay for recovery.
Before the activation of an optical connection over a WDM network, an Optical-Service Level Agreement (O-SLA), that specifies the Quality-of-Service requirements to be guaranteed by the optical circuit, has to be contracted between the client and the optical operator. Among the various parameter that form an O-SLA, we focus our attention on the connection availability, which is widely recognized as one of the key parameters to set the class of service for optical circuits. In this work we intend to provide a rigorous methodology to evaluate the availability level provided by SP-protected connections, in order to verify if the availability targets of the SP-protected connections are met.
II. SHARED SEGMENT PROTECTION
Various forms of segment protection have been proposed in the technical literature [1] - [4] . The common idea of these approaches is to divide a working path (WP) into several working segments (WSs) and to protect each WS with a node/linkdisjoint backup segment (BS). When a failure occurs, only the affected WS is switched onto its BS, and the other WSs are unaware of the failure. In addition, in shared-segment protection (SSP), two BSs can share backup wavelength links as long as their WSs do not traverse the same link. Segment protection can be classified as overlap SP ( -SP), if the WS are allowed to overlap on some links, and no-overlap SP ( -SP), if WSs are strictly link-disjoint (see Fig. 1 ).
SP has a number of advantages compared to path protection: the end-to-end protection entity is a segment in segment protection as opposed to a path in path protection. Since a segment is typically shorter than a path in terms of hop count:
) SP is expected to have shorter protection-switching time, and ) the probability of two working segments sharing the same risk in segment protection is typically lower than the probability that two working paths in shared path protection share the same risk [9] . Note that if working segments/paths do not share the same risk group, then the respective backup segments/paths can share backup resources: as a result, segment protection can have better backup sharing and more routing flexibility compared to shared-path protection. In a general sense we can say that segment protection has more flexibility in routing compared to path protection since path protection is a special case of segment protection in which every path has exactly one segment. Finally, segment protection is able to provide a higher availability degree with respect to the classical shared path protection: as a matter of fact, since the overlapped segments are protected by two backup segments (e.g., working segment 2 in Fig. 1b is protected by both 1 and 2 ), SP allows us to recover a larger number of double faults than shared path protection (e.g., a double fault affecting 2 and 2 can be still recovered along 1 -3 ).This qualitative conclusion will be confirmed by the findings of our analytical study in the rest of the paper.
III. AVAILABILITY EVALUATION FOR SEGMENT PROTECTION
In order to verify if the availability requirements stated in Optical-SLAs are met, it is crucial to rely on appropriate analytical formulations to evaluate the availability ( ) target of an SP-protected connection. Algebraic availability models for other well-known protection techniques have been already studied (e.g., in Ref. [5] ). In this letter we consider availability models for Segment Protection; as far as we know, a complete algebraic availability analysis for Segment Protection has not been reported yet. In the literature, Ref. [6] presents an availability model only for the dedicated and no-overlapped case, which allows for a substantial simplification of the availability-evaluation problem. A very accurate formulation for reliability is provided in Ref. [7] , but not for availability.
We start considering an exact evaluation of the availability in the Dedicated Segment Protection (DSP) case. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time in literature the availability calculation for SP is solved exploiting the generating function (GF) method defined in Ref. [8] , which allows us to solve exactly the overlapped case. Then, the same approach is applied to SSP, in association with an approximated methodology which provides accurate estimation of connection availability [5] in presence of shared backup resources.
A. Dedicated Segment Protection
The no-overlap DSP ( -DSP) case can be simply reduced to a series of dedicated protection schemes. If we define ( ) the availability of the -th working (backup) segment, the availability of the -th protected segment is = + − ⋅ . Then, the availability of a -DSP connection formed by segments is given by = ∏ =1 . For example, in the case of Fig. 1a , the connection is divided in two segments ( = 2) and:
The overlap case introduces some additional complexity in this calculation. Some previous works solved the availability calculation recurring to the classical conditional decomposition approach [9] . Unfortunately, this approach fails in rigourously modeling the availability calculation for -DSP, especially if applied to graphs with unidirectional links. E.g., let us consider the case in Fig. 1b , which has been re-drawn in Fig. 2a for sake of clarity: the conditional decomposition approach consists in decomposing the availability scheme in two separate cases, considering the "straddling link" 2 (see Fig.  2a) either not available or perfectly available. Unfortunately this second hypothesis implies that the path 1 -2 -2 could be used, because the series-parallel scheme does not take into account the directionality of link 2 .
So, a rigorous method to evaluate the availability in the graph of Fig. 2a consists in evaluating the GF [8] . As a first step, based on the original graph, a canonical graph composed by parallel branches, each representing a distinct path connecting the end-nodes, has to be built: e.g., in Fig.  2b we have drawn the canonical graph of the structure in Fig.  2a (n.b. , now the path 1 -2 -2 cannot be used). Once the canonical graph is built, the generating function to obtain the availability of a generic -DSP configuration is defined as [8] :
where i) 1 , 2 , . . . , represent the availabilities of all the admissible paths 1 , 2 , . . . , between the end nodes (in our example = 3) and ii) in the resolution of eq. 2 we must account "repeated events" only one time (e.g. ⋅ = , this operation is also referred to as "reduction rule"). This second operation is necessary to take into account the dependency between links in the canonical graph. For example, in the case of Fig. 2a we can write:
For sake of clarity, let us consider the availability of the graph in Fig. 2a , for 1 = 0.9, 2 = 0.8, 3 = 0.7, 1 = 0.25, 2 = 0.36 as in Ref. [9] . Our method returns = 0.6622, while = 0.6863 is obtained through conditional decomposition, with an overestimation (deriving from the fact that a non-feasible path is accounted) of about 3.6%. Note that increasing the number of BSs such difference will further increase.
To extend the analysis to a general case with number of protection segments ≥ 2, let us consider, without loss of generality, the SP scheme in Fig. 2c : according to this scheme the number of working segments is = 2 − 1. Applying the GF methodology, a closed-form for the connection availability has been obtained (and can be checked) by Mathematica c ⃝ software and reported in Eq. 4, where is a working segment, is a protection segment, is the set of all working segments, is a specific subset of backup segments (specified in the following), is the set of working segments protected by the protection segment ,
Eq. 4 is composed by 4 terms: the first two terms refer to the cases of no-or a single failure, while the third and and fourth terms refer to the cases of two or more failures: in particular, the third term accounts only for the cases when each failed segment is protected by two segments (e.g. segment 2 in Fig. 2c) , while the fourth term accounts for all the remaining possible cases. contains all the backup segments that are activated in the third and
fourth terms of Eq. 4 time by time by indices , and 1 . Note that the total number of terms to be included in Eq. 4 is 1 + ∑ =2 ( ) .
B. Shared Segment Protection
Let us start with the simplified case of shared-path protection: we know that a single backup channel can be used by different backup paths, as long as the associated working paths are node/link-disjoint working paths. Let us consider the case in which a backup link is shared by backup paths belonging to link-disjoint working paths , each with availability . According to the approximated approach shown in Ref. [5] , the availability of such a structure can be evaluated as:
where is the number of connections that share backup capacity along the backup path. Note that in Eq. 5, with respect to the dedicated case, we introduce ∏
=1
, which represents a degradation term to take into account the availabilities of the working connections that share backup capacity with links along the backup path: increasing the number of paths that share backup capacity with the examined connection causes a decrease of the overall availability 2 . The extension of this approach to the no-overlap segment protection case is obtained simply by multiplying the availability of each protected segments (evaluated as in Eq. 5).
For the overlap case, availability is obtained combining appropriately Eq. 4, which evaluates the availability of a -SP connection in case of dedicated backup capacity, and Eq. 5, which includes the degradation terms due to the backup sharing. E.g., let us consider the case in Fig. 2a , composed by three working segments (i.e., = 3) and two protection segments (i.e., = 2). Let us assume the capacities of the first and second backup segment are shared by other 1 and 2 connections, respectively. The availabilities of the working paths that share backup capacities over the two 1 Let us consider, as an example of the derivation of , its application in the third term of Eq. 4; this term is composed of four elements: the product = ⋅ +1 , two algebraic expressions in brackets and a final product; if we multiply by the two terms "1" appearing in the brackets, then the ∩ appearing in the last product will only contain ∩ +1 ; if we do the same, but in the first expression in brackets we consider the first term of summation (i.e., = ) instead of the term "1", then we have also the product of +2 . . . − and so ∩ appearing in the last product will contain ∩ +1 and also +2 ∩ +3 and/or +3 ∩ +4 etc., if applicable. 2 A more through discussion can be found in Ref. [5] . Other methods and techniques to evaluate the effect of backup sharing on availability have been proposed to in these last years [10] - [12] , and can be applied to our framework for segment protection presented in this paper backup segments are indicated by ′ for the first backup segment and ′′ for the second backup segment. Then, the availability is obtained combining Eq. 5 and Eq. 3 as in the following:
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS Let us analyze the SP availability through numerical examples. First, we analyze a single SP-protected connection, both in the dedicated and shared backup case, assuming that its working path has availability = 0.9 (i.e., each working segment has availability =
1/
). Protection segments can be formed by either 1 or 3 links with availability = / and = 1 or = 3, respectively. Second we apply our formulation in a network-wide scenario to compare the availability degree provided by some relevant proposal for routing of SSP connections.
A. Dedicated Segment Protection
For the dedicated case, Fig. 3 reports the unavailability = 1 − of -DSP and -DSP connections varying the number of backup segments. The value of decreases for increasing number of segments since, given the working path availability, for a higher value of segments the percentage of double faults that disconnect the connection becomes smaller. As a matter of fact, the number of double faults that disconnect the circuit grows less rapidly than the number of total double faults: e.g., in the scheme of Fig. 2c their ratio is given by / (
) . -DSP outperforms -DSP especially for low numbers of backup segments. Again, this could be explained considering the percentage of recoverable double faults, which results to be higher in the overlap case thanks to the larger set of admissible paths induced by segment overlapping. Comparing results for different length of backup segments (1 vs. 3 links), shorter backup paths provide better performance, since they are characterized by a higher availability: unfortunately only highly connected networks allow for short backup segments.
B. Shared Segment Protection
With respect to the DSP case, in SSP the multiplicative terms accounting for the effect of sharing influence negatively Unavailability, U Number of Backup Segments, n p Fig. 3 . Unavailability of overlap and non-overlap DSP connections for increasing number of backup segments. the connection availability: these multiplicative terms are always smaller than unity and their values tend to decrease when the number of sharing connections grows. Fig. 4 reports the values for -SSP and -SSP connections, for increasing number of paths sharing their backup capacity, and considering protection segments formed by 3 links. Also values of for shared path protection (SPP) are reported for comparison. As anticipated, the unavailability increases with the number of sharing paths for any protection scheme. SSP configurations outperform SPP: this gain tends to decrease in presence of high sharing in the case of -SSP, while it stays constant in the -SSP case. Fixed the working path length and availability, the overlap configuration implies a larger number of backup segments and so a larger number of admissible paths and recoverable double faults.
For the previous results, we have applied Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations following the approach in Ref. [5] to verify the accuracy of our theoretical analysis, obtaining a very good convergence of analytical results and simulations. Comparisons are reported in Fig. 4 for SSP case (lines are almost overlapped), while in the DSP case analogous results are not reported for sake of brevity. 
C. A network-wide analysis
Using the previous equations, we can evaluate the availability degree provided by SP also in a network-wide scenario. We consider the same setting of the dynamic environment simulated in Ref. [1] : a US-backbone network topology equipped with 16 wavelengths per fiber is used, and 1,000,000 connections are offered with a Poissonian arrival rate of 100 connections per second and with unity negative exponential duration (leading to a load, normalized to network capacity, of around 0.4). Each link has availability = 0.9999. Three algorithms are compared: shared path protection (SPP) and two options for shared segment protection, namely GSP from Ref. [1] and AGBSP from Ref. [4] . AGBSP, as compared to GSP, promotes a much better partitioning of the working path leading to a larger number of segments (see Ref. [4] ). The histogram in Fig. 5 shows that SPP connections return on average an higher value of unavailability compared to GSP and AGBSP; furthermore, as anticipated in the previous subsection, an SSP algorithm which induces a more effective partitioning (as AGBSP) provides relevantly higher availability than algorithms that have less effective partitioning (GSP): in our scenario, by using AGBSP, a significant 38% of connections' unavailability falls in the class with lowest unavailability (i.e., 5 ⋅ 10 −7 ).
V. CONCLUSIONS
A rigorous, yet efficient methodology is proposed which can be used to quantify the connection availability under segment protection. Effects of the number of segments and of external sharing paths on availability are shown and discussed.
